Eastern students star in movies filmed in east-central Illinois
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For anyone at Eastern, the chance of being discovered in a film is incredibly slim. Though filled with talented people, few agents have thought to mine the creative pool of Eastern. After coming back from Central Illinois and writing a screenplay titled "Lost on Mars," a native of Illinois, was always interested in film making, but never actively pursued acting, because a lot of people were going to fill out the movie. Eric, who has mainly self-produced the film, is hoping to find a distributor for his film. While only in the process of making Dean for the third film, the company will probably again be looking for Eastern students to be included in the film. When casting for the third film, Shook should not have a problem finding people.

“A whole lot of us would say what we would do again, just let me know when," Lofton replied when asked about participating in another film. "Both "Lost on Mars" and "Empire of Danger" are available for rent at Family Video in Charleston and Premiere Video in Charleston and Premiere Video in Charleston and Premiere Video in Charleston and Premiere Video in Charleston and Premiere Video in Charleston and Premiere Video in Charleston and Premiere Video in Charleston and Premiere Video in Charleston and Premiere Video. Tickets are available in the box office from 2-6 p.m. and one hour prior to the performance.

"The Imaginary Invalid" is directed by Jerry Eisenhour. Set and lights were designed by David Wolski and costumes by Karen Eisenhour. The show will begin Wednesday and run through the weekend. The Village Theater will be showing productions of Moliere’s classic play, “The Imaginary Invalid.” The show will begin Wednesday and run through the weekend. "The Imaginary Invalid" is the story of a hypochondriac and his woes. His imaginary illnesses are costing his a fortune, so he tries to marry off his daughter to a doctor. He thinks that his potential son-in-law will give him free medical attention. His plan goes awry, and the rest is an entertaining and inventive tale. "The Imaginary Invalid" is...